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Abstract- In Data mining association rule, mining becomes one of the important tasks of expressive technique which can be defined as discovering meaningful patterns from large collection of data mining frequent itemset is very fundamental part of association rule mining. In this, frequent itemset mining plays an important role in mining relations, associations and many everyday data mining fields such as electronic evidence analysis area. The developed associative rule miner gets the MapReduce scalability to huge datasets and to thousands of processing nodes. The earlier procedures are not suit for this problem especially in criminological region So, Along with these algorithms i.e. a novel parallelized algorithm called PISPO based on the cloud-computing framework MapReduce, which is widely used to cope with large scale data and captures both the content and state to be distributed to the changed and original of the transactions dataset to SPO-tree, we introduce palm print matching algorithm to increase the efficiency of finding the criminal records or criminal profile.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays databases are contained of terabytes or more data in it. As they are able to provide accommodations to huge mass of diverse data, different variety of strategic evidence lies hidden inside it. So, through effective data mining only we can able to draw significan conclusions which are the basic purpose of data mining. As data are being accumulated Uninterruptedly as well as rapidly whether it is a research field, education, and market products, medical science, electronic information, media, entertainment etc. it is difficult to get faster and suitable information by traditional manual analysis which is dull as well as very Difficult. So, data mining is used basically to decrease costs through proper detection and prevention of waste and scam, Gaining precise and up-to-date information increase incomes through improved marketing plans. We can take an example of study of finding presence of water in the planet Mars. Scientists receive dissimilar data from Mars through satellites. Those data are varying time to time as the satellite provides new groups of data in different time period. So it is mandatory to have a widespread research and investigation about the data to draw any deduction about the presence of water in Mars. The job is very challenging as well as essential effective research analysis. So through an effective data mining analysis scientists can able to find the result more systematically which is not that possible or easier in old-style analysis. So data mining finds patterns and relations in data which are stored in databases, data warehouses, or other info repositories providing more advanced and effective information which is increased by utilizing models equipped with classy techniques. [1] In other way, DataMining allow to explore massive data in such a way that its end result is obtaining of fruitful knowledge information. It is a multidisciplinary field, drawing work from various areas like:

- Artificial intelligence
- Neural networks
- Machine learning
- Database technology
- Statistics
- Pattern recognition
- Signal processing
- Spatial data analysis
- Business
- Economics
- Bio-informatics.

Data mining can be done in several types of data but one of the exciting evidence is that it can process three-dimensional data which is used for geographical, chip design, medical and satellite image Databases. Data mining is also known as KDD. KDD is the automatic extraction of novel, logical and possibly useful patterns indirectly stored in large databases, data Warehouses and other massive information repositories encompassing textual, numerical, graphical, spatial data. Pre mining and post mining tasks required for knowledge discovery. It is required the following essential pre mining and post mining tasks for knowledge discovery to be performed.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Y. S. Tan et al [7] proposed two algorithms to handle electronic evidence: one algorithm improves FP-Growth algorithm on the generation method of the frequency 1-set and the sensitivity of the new crime. The other improves Growth algorithm on regarding different nature of crime record as different weight, so that the different nature of the criminal record has a different importance, greatly improves these records’ possibility of generating association rules. The first algorithm can find the latest emerging frequent itemsets and also cannot produce the latest association rules. But those update crimes have value, we cannot ignore
them. Then we think all the item have values and cannot
distinct to tree with them. We also discuss five existing FP-
tree based algorithms namely CanTree, CP-Tree, SPO-tree,
and PFP algorithm [6].

Leung et al [8] proposed the Canonical-Ordered Tree for
incremental mining. This algorithm is designed so that it
only needs one scan of dataset. In CanTree, items are
arranged by some canonical order. The items are arranged
generating compact trees, if
and only if the majority of the transactions contain a
common pattern-based by canonical order. Otherwise, it
may produce skewed trees with too many branches and thus
with too many nodes.

Example: CanTree. Consider the dataset in Table 1. Fig. 1
shows the resulting CanTree tree after each transaction is
added. This method keeps track of all items. this step, the
item e is swapped with its ancestors c and d. As there are
no further common items the remaining item in 12, which
is item f, is inserted as a new branch to e. When 13 arrives,
item b will being swapped with item a and moved up. The
rest of the transactions will be inserted in the same
manner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TID</th>
<th>Transactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>{a, b, c, a, e}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>{a, f, b, e}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>{b}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>{d, a, b}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>{a, c, b}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>{c, b, a, e}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>{a, b, a}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>{a, b, d}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tanbeer et al [9] proposed a tree structure different from
CanTree, called CP-tree that builds a compact prefixed
structure. The CP-tree has a frequency descending structure
through capturing some by some data from the dataset and
restructuring itself dynamically. The construction operation
consists of two phases: inserting and restructuring phase.
Inserting phase inserts transactions into CP-tree according
to current sorted order of the item-list and updates
frequency based on it.

Y.S. Koh et al [10] proposed a novel tree structure called
SPO-Tree (Single Pass Ordered Tree). The tree contains the
content of the dataset and rearranges them into a more
compact representation. The SPO-tree sorts the items of the
transactions in descending order of frequency considering
the current frequency of the items before inserting the
transaction \( I_n \), that is to say, frequency of items prior to
the insertion of \( I_{n-1} \) transaction. The tree is reconstructed once
the proportion of the edit distance of the items in the sorted
order changes above predefined threshold. So it reorganized
the tree periodically based on a parameter called Edit
Distance.
The FP-growth method is a depth-first algorithm. In the
method, Han et al. proposed a data structure called the FP-
tree (frequent pattern tree). The FP-tree is a compact
representation of all relevant frequency information in a
database. An FP-tree \( T \) has a header table, \( T \) header,
associated with it. Single items and their counts are stored in
the header table in decreasing order of their frequency.

- **MapReduce Environment (Existing System)**

Map Reduce is emerging as an important programming
model for large-scale data-parallel applications such as
web indexing, data mining, and scientific simulation.
Hadoop is an open-source implementation of Map Reduce
enjoying wide adoption and is often used for short jobs
where low response time is critical. tasks that appear to be
stragglers. In practice, the homogeneity assumptions do not
always hold.

The Map Reduce model popularized by Google is very
attractive for ad-hoc parallel processing of arbitrary data.
Map Reduce breaks a computation into small tasks that run
in parallel on multiple machines, and scales easily to very
large clusters of inexpensive commodity computers. Its
popular open-source implementation, Hadoop, was
developed primarily by Yahoo, where it runs jobs that
produce hundreds of terabytes of data on at least 10,000
cores. If a node crashes, Map Reduce reruns its tasks on a
different machine. Equally importantly, if a node is
available but is performing poorly, a condition that we call
a straggler, Map Reduce runs a speculative copy of its task
on another machine to finish the computation faster. In
this work, we address the problem of how to robustly
perform speculative execution to maximize performance.
Hadoop’s scheduler starts speculative tasks based on a
simple heuristic comparing each task’s progress to the
average progress. Although this heuristic works well in
homogeneous environments where stragglers are obvious,
we show that it can lead to severe performance degradation
when its underlying assumptions are broken [3].

![Fig 1.1: Workflow of MapReduce](image-url)
running the task in the node that has its input is called locality. Each node available to run Hadoop tasks runs a software service called task tracker that launches the tasks. Hadoop has mechanisms to tolerate the crash of task trackers and the tasks they execute. A task tracker sends heartbeat messages to the job tracker periodically [4] [5].

Map Reduce is standard software architecture, developed by Google, which aids in the design and execution of large scale data processing tasks. There are two primary components to the architecture: MAP and REDUCE. The MAP step takes in a chunk of input data and emits key value pairs which represent that data. In the word count example below the keys are the text of each word, and the value is a count. The reduce step received key- value pairs in which all identical keys are guaranteed to arrive at the same reduce function. In the word-count example the reduce function simply sums the values for each key and outputs the key with a total count. The output from all reduce steps is appended to an output file.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Studies of Frequent Itemset (or pattern) Mining is acknowledged in the data mining field because of its broad applications in mining association rules, correlations, and graph pattern constraint based on frequent patterns, sequential patterns, and many other data mining tasks. As the minimum threshold becomes lower, an exponentially large number of itemsets are generated. Therefore, pruning unimportant patterns can be done effectively in mining process and that becomes one of the main topics in frequent pattern mining. Consequently, the main aim is to optimize the process of finding patterns which should be efficient, scalable and can detect the important patterns which can be used in various ways The Apriori variations (DHP, DIC, Partition, and Sample) algorithms among them HP tries to reduce candidate itemsets and others try to reduce database scan. DHP works well at early stages and performance deteriorates in later stages and also results in I/O overhead. For DIC, Partition, sample algorithm performs worse where database scan required is less then generating candidates. Vertical Layout based algorithms claims to be faster than Apriori but require larger memory space then horizontal layout based because they needs to load candidate, database and TID list in main memory. For projected layout based algorithms include FP-Tree and H-mine, performs better then all discussed above because of no generation of candidate sets but the points needed to store in memory require large memory space. FP-Tree variations include COFI-Tree and CT-PRO performs better than classical FP tree as COFI-tree performs better in dense datasets but with low support its performance degrades for sparse datasets and for CT-PRO algorithm performs better for sparse as well for dense data sets bu41lt difficult to manage the compress structure [2] [12]. Therefore these algorithms are not sufficient for mining the frequent itemsets for large transactional database.

- **Palm Print Technique (proposed system)**

The use of palm prints for person identification traces back to Chinese deeds of sale in the 16th century [13]. Later in 1684, Grew introduced dermatoglyphics, a study of the epidermal ridges and their arrangement on the hand. The first systematic capture of hand, finger, and palm images for identification purposes was done by Herschel in 1858 [14]. Galton [15] discussed the basis of contemporary fingerprint science, and introduced palmar ridges and creases. He suggested that the ridges on the finger tips, palms, and soles are persistent and unique. Galton defined the peculiarities in the ridges as minutiae and introduced several different minutiae types. He also divided the palm into three regions and analyzed the correlation between the ridge flow and the major creases in each region.

1. **Minute Extraction:** - The performance of a minutiae extraction algorithm relies heavily on the quality of the input palmprint images. In order to ensure that the minutiae extraction algorithm is robust with respect to the quality of the input palmprint images, an enhancement algorithm that improves the clarity of the ridge structures is necessary. However, when the parameters are incorrect, true ridges may be missed and spurious ridges may be produced after filtering. Hence, reliable ridge direction and frequency estimation is very important for minutiae extraction.

1.1 **Ridge Direction and Frequency Estimation**

Funada et al. [16] proposed a palmprint enhancement approach, which performs image enhancement and local ridge direction and frequency estimation simultaneously. Local image blocks (8 _ 8 pixels) are modeled by sine waves and the six strongest waves (according to amplitude) are found in each block. In the image formed by the first strongest wave in each block, continuous blocks are clustered into regions. Generally, a region contains only ridges (such region is called ridge region) or only creases (such region is called crease region). Based on certain properties, these regions are classified as ridge or crease regions, and ridge regions are used as a single seed. Region growing algorithm is then used to grow the seed and obtain the enhanced image.

2. **Minutiae Matching:** - Given the minutiae features of two palmprints, the matching algorithm consists of 1) local minutiae matching—the similarity between each minutia of a partial print and each minutia of a full print is computed, 2) global minutiae matching—using each of the five most similar minutia pairs in step 1) as an initial set, a greedy matching algorithm is used to find additional matching minutia pairs, and 3) matching score computation—a matching score is computed for each set of matching minutia pairs and the maximum score is used as the matching score between two palmprints. A minutia is generally tagged with the following features: location, direction, type (ending or bifurcation), and quality (reliable or unreliable) [17]. Since the relative transformation between the two palmprints to be matched is not known a priori and considering the large size of palmprint images, the minutiae correspondence problem is very challenging.
To reduce the ambiguity in matching, we attach additional distinguishing information to a minutia in the form of a minutia descriptor. In the fingerprint recognition literature, four types of information have been widely used as minutia descriptors, namely image intensity, texture, ridge information, and neighboring minutiae.

Among these four types of descriptors, texture and minutia-based descriptors are known to provide good performance and a combination of texture and neighboring minutiae information can achieve higher accuracy. However, the length of the neighboring minutiae-based descriptor is variable, depending on the number of neighboring minutiae. Computing the similarity between two variable-length minutiae descriptors is not very efficient.

**CONCLUSION**

Mining frequent itemset for association rule mining from large dataset is very difficult task. There are many approaches have been discussed: Apriori approach and FP tree approach for extracting frequent itemset, which have scope of improvement. The Improved algorithm name as PISPO based on character of evidence dataset, which need to update. This algorithm reduce number of tree branches but also update tree in real time. When new criminal record is added to the dataset, it will be inserted according to descending order frequency. This algorithm used novel data and computation distribution scheme, which eliminates communication among computers virtually and makes it possible for us with Map Reduce model. Algorithm is effective when massive data scene should be mining. This algorithm is conceptually simple and resulting rules are clear and understandable.
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